Handout 1: Topics, Arguments & Intros in POI
Selecting a Topic Checklist
Recency (some aspect of the topic has occurred within the last year)
Relevant (there is a reason this needs to be discussed)
Significance (topic currently harms/affects a large group of people)
Unique (issue has not been talked about before in forensics)
Specific (topic is direct and narrow in focus)
Personally important (you are passionate about this topic)
Available literature (you can find literature of each genre on this topic)
Suited for performance (topic has inherent conflict, affects people and
relationships)
Trigger Warning (you are able to safely discuss & perform this topic)
Crafting an Argument
1. Why do you care about the topic you’ve chosen?

2. Boil down the significance of this topic to one line. Write it here.

3. What do you want people to do differently after they’ve seen your
POI?

4. Re-write your answer to question 3 in one sentence that begins with
“We need to…”

Basic Introduction Elements (in order)
Attention Getting Device (AGD) – the first sentence of your intro that
draws people in. Make this sentence direct and short. Get to the point of
your topic. Use active language.
Recency & Relevancy Statement – 1-2 sentences that introduce why you
are talking about this topic right now. Can include a news source.
Significance Statement – 1 sentence that explains the harm/effect of your
topic, backed up by a scholarly source.
Argument (aka Thesis Statement) – from question 4
Personal Moment (optional) – 1-2 sentences explaining why this topic is
especially important to you. May include a personal disclosure about your
relationship to the topic.
Cite Literature Used – List genre, titles and authors. “So through the
prose…[insert title] by [insert author], the poetry….[insert title] by [insert
author]…etc.”
Tagline – Last sentence of your intro that summarizes the significance and
relevance of your topic and why you’re talking about this topic. Make this
short and punchy. Ex: “A program, because no one should live in fear of
their government giving up on them.”

